Dynamic adjustment of hidden node parameters for extreme learning machine.
Extreme learning machine (ELM), proposed by Huang et al., was developed for generalized single hidden layer feedforward networks with a wide variety of hidden nodes. ELMs have been proved very fast and effective especially for solving function approximation problems with a predetermined network structure. However, it may contain insignificant hidden nodes. In this paper, we propose dynamic adjustment ELM (DA-ELM) that can further tune the input parameters of insignificant hidden nodes in order to reduce the residual error. It is proved in this paper that the energy error can be effectively reduced by applying recursive expectation-minimization theorem. In DA-ELM, the input parameters of insignificant hidden node are updated in the decreasing direction of the energy error in each step. The detailed theoretical foundation of DA-ELM is presented in this paper. Experimental results show that the proposed DA-ELM is more efficient than the state-of-art algorithms such as Bayesian ELM, optimally-pruned ELM, two-stage ELM, Levenberg-Marquardt, sensitivity-based linear learning method as well as the preliminary ELM.